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Description
The Big Beautiful Colouring Book is a gorgeous new A3-sized colouring book,
perfect for those who delight in detail on a big scale. 

The book includes 47 pages of stunning scenes and perfect patterns to colour in and has
perforated pages to allow completed pictures to be torn out and displayed.

Its A3 size means it's big enough to share and perfect for spreading out and enjoying
hours of detailed colouring.

Sales Points
The Big Beautiful Colouring Book takes colouring to a whole new level
From stunning scenes to amazing animals, this book is big enough to share, and the
perforated pages allow completed pictures to be removed and displayed
In a new, super-large format, it's perfect for spreading out and enjoying hours of
detailed colouring
From the publishers of The Girls' Fabulous Colouring Book (over 24,000 copies sold)

Reviews
'Gorgeous... perfect who those who delight in detail on a big scale... big enough to
share' - Primary Times online
'A super outsize colouring book packed with stunning pictures... Big really is beautiful in
this brilliant book.' - Lancashire Evening Post
'Now here's a book which really allows you scope to be creative... impressive and
stunning' - Parents in Touch
'Incredibly relaxing... the paper is excellent quality... I thoroughly enjoyed myself with
this' - Thebookbag.co.uk

Author Biography
Hannah Davies is an award-winning Welsh based freelance designer and illustrator. She is
a fine-detail Surface Pattern Design specialist who draws on her love of nature for
inspiration, producing intricate work rich in texture and colour. Combining illustrations and
pattern design, ‘I use my imaginative and detailed hand-drawing as a starting point. I
then develop this using my own vibrant watercolours and collage techniques creating
quirky stories and inspiring patterns’. 

Hannah has worked with many design companies from all ends of the spectrum
contributing in design, publishing and advertising.
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